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ABOUT US
Inaugurated in May 2007, the HFTP PolyU
Student Chapter was the first in Asia and
the second outside North America. The
HFTP PolyU Student Chapter provides
a platform for members to network with
their peers and industry practitioners in
the hospitality finance and technology
sectors. Through participation in professional conferences, seminars, field trips
and other activities, the Chapter helps its
members to gain a better understanding
of the accounting, financial management, information processing and technology management in the hospitality industry. It also provides students with resources
and educational programmes to keep them at
the leading edge of finance and technology
in the hospitality industry.
In Novenber 2012, The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University was designated by
HFTP as its headquater for the Asia-Pasific
region. Situated in SHTM, the headquarters
was unveiled by Mr. Frank Wolfe, Chief Executive Officer of HFTP and Professor Kaye
Chon, Dean and Chair Professor of SHTM.

PAST EVENTS
YHS Asia 2014
YHS Asia is originated from YHS
Global, a non-profit association
aiming at improving professional
opportunities for young talent in the hospitality industry. It brings together
talents from hotel schools in Asia and
hospitality companies for a unique
event held at Beijing Hospitality Institute (BHI). The Young Hoteliers Summit Asia is centered on the principles
of dialogue, collaboration, exchange
and networking.
In 2014, three delegates from PolyU
SHTM was selected to join the summit. The summit held various speeches
and workshops, which provides delegates with opportunities to broaden
their knowledge.

HICAP 2014

Hotel Investment Conference Asia Pacific
(HICAP), one of the most established conferences in the hotel development area,
was held in Intercontinental Hong Kong
in October 2014.
This year, 13 student volunteers from
our chapter were selected for the opportunity to attend HICAP 2014.
Apart from serving as student
helpers, they could also have faceto-face conversations with industry leaders in a round-table session. The participants enjoyed an
inspiring experience with the professionals.

Ritz-Carlton Visit
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Hong Kong,
established in 2011 is located in one of
the tallest skyscrapers, ICC in Kowloon,
occupying the 102-118 floors of the building.
The stunning luxury hotel boasts incomparable views of Victoria Harbour and the glimmering
skyline of neighbouring Hong Kong Island. Inside, soaring architectural elements encrusted
with custom glass artwork echo the signature
glamour of the city below.
In November 2014, our priviledged members
were offered this precious oppirtunity to visit
the hotel, when they got to know more about
hotel operations and enjoyed sharings from the
staffs.

Annual Dinner 2015

HFTP Annual Dinner is organised every
year by the committee members and the
subcommitte. The dinner creates a relaxing
environment where guests are invited to
sit together with the students to share their
experiences and talk about future careers.
For this year, the dinner theme was
Hoscar, which means Hospitality Oscar.
The activities are closely linked with the
hospitality industry and classic movies. The Chairman of HCAA attended the
lecture and gave his speech. Our members
performed dances and songs to add to the
enjoyable ambiance of the night. The dinner ended with an exciting lucky draw. The
prizes included lunch coupon of Pennisula Hotel, one-night stay in Hotel ICON and others.

UPCOMING EVENTS
YHS

Asia 2015
HICAP 2015
LUNCH GATHERING
HOTEL VISIT
GENERAL MEETING
ROUND TABLE SHARING SESSION
ANNUAL DINNER 2016
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